Take a Transit Ride Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
3  A large vehicle with rubber wheels
6  Parallel lines the light rail runs on
7  Where you get on or off the bus (2 words)
8  In Tempe, a new mode of transportation
9  Alert and attentive
10  Contactless
13  The price of a transit ride
14  Indispensable and necessary
18  A person traveling by bus and light rail
19  Having more than one way to travel
21  The area where people live near each other
23  Features of a city such as transportation
24  The area Valley Metro operates in Maricopa County
25  A path the bus and light rail follow
27  To unite together
28  Planet Earth, the natural world
29  Safe for walking

DOWN
1  The person operating the transit vehicle
2  Times the bus and train travel
3  Where you store a bicycle while riding transit (2 words)
4  Group of people who live in specific areas
5  Transportation for eligible people unable to use local transit services
11  The action of keeping safe
12  Locations to travel to
15  In all places
16  A large electric vehicle that runs on a track (2 words)
17  The device that transfers electricity to the train
20  Ability to move around
22  Where you get on or off the light rail
26  To manage the transit system

For more fun activities and answer sheet, visit valleymetro.org/fun